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J. G. Niederegger GmbH & Co. KG

New vegan range by Niederegger
Niederegger is a byword for finest quality and exquisite flavour. And that’s just as
true of the new vegan products. They offer a unique vegan taste sensation with
melt-in-the-mouth varieties: almond brownie choc and double choc, nougat with
crispy wafer pieces and finest Niederegger marzipan. The 100g packages with a
stylish and colourful design are a great eye catcher at the POS.

Christmas pastry "Stollen"

The German "stollen" is one of the most popular pasties for Christmas. The
Niederegger stollen is baked with succulent marzipan in top Niederegger quality.
The design gives a modern spin to the classic Niederegger design elements. A
highlight of this range is the 1000g package as well as the mini stollen by 80g.

Advent calendars
To sweeten the Christmas time Niederegger offers a great variety of advent
calendars: from small-sized calendars filled with 24 mini marzipan classics up to
500g calendars with marzipan, nougat, chocolate and praline. Festive and modern
designs will guarantee a Christmassy mood. For the first Niederegger also presents
a vegan edition filled with a tasty mix of marzipan, chocolate and nougat classics.

Tasty Christmas gifts
Well known for its marzipan classics Niederegger presents of course the perfect
taste adaption for Christmas: Wintry flavours like marzipan apple punch and
speculoos marzipan or date honey marzipan and orange ginger marzipan will whet
the appetite for the coldest time of the year. With their festive design the 200g
boxes are a perfect gift for Christmas.
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